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ABSTRACT The bidding strategy plays the most important role to help the Demand Side Platforms (DSPs)
making bidding decisions on a large number of bid requests in Real Time Bidding (RTB) to satisfy the
different objectives of campaigns under the lifetime and budget constraints. In this paper, we focus on
branding campaign whose objective is to obtain as many impressions as possible under the lifetime and
budget constraints. To achieve the objectives of branding campaigns, we propose a novel expected win
rate-based bidding strategy for branding campaign under the lifetime and budget constraints by utilizing
a model-free reinforcement learning model. Specifically, to prevent missing good opportunities resulting
from submitting extremely low bid prices, the concept of the base winning price is introduced to determine
the lower bound of expected winning price. In addition, to obtain more impressions, the concept of the
DSP-specified budget spending plan is proposed to determine the proper winning prices. The base expected
win rate is then calculated based on the base winning price and the winning price determined by the
DSP-specified budget spending plan. Since RTB is a dynamic environment, we propose a novel expected
win rate-based bidding strategy named EWDQN which utilizes Deep Q Network (DQN) to dynamically
determine the expected win rate according to the base expected win rate and the current status of the RTB
market, and then determines the bid price according to the expected win rate. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first research applying the reinforcement learning technique on the bidding strategies for branding
campaign. To measure the performance of EWDQN, several experiments are conducted on two real datasets.
Experimental results show that EWDQN outperforms the-state-of-the-art bidding strategies for branding
campaign in terms of the number of obtained impressions and CPM (cost per thousand impressions).

INDEX TERMS Real time bidding, online advertising, bidding strategy, reinforcement learning, demand
side platform, branding campaign.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the modern world, the online advertising has become one
of indispensable media in advertising delivery by displaying
the ads on somewhere in websites or mobile apps. Such new
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type of advertising delivery can help different kinds of busi-
ness to create enormous economic benefit. For example,
a sportswear company can obtain many display opportunities
from online advertising to announce and promote their new
products. Due to the popularity of Internet services such as
social network and video streaming, the online advertising
is able to provide a large number of display opportunities
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(a display of an ad is called an impression), making the
market size of online advertising significantly increase in
recent years.1

Although the display opportunities in online advertising
are plenty, the competitors who want to display their ads are
also a lot. To trade these displaying opportunities, the Real
Time Bidding (RTB) is introduced to sell these displaying
opportunities, called ad slots. In RTB, once an ad slot is
created (e.g., an audience executes an app), the publisher
(i.e., the owner of the ad slot) sends a bid request consisting
of the information of the ad slot and the audience to an ad
exchange (ADX) to hold an auction. The ADX then sends
the bid request to all advertisers to notify them an auction is
held. The advertisers then determine their bid prices of the
bid request based on the information stored in bid request,
and submit their bid prices to the ADX. The advertiser sub-
mitting the highest bid price wins the bid request. However,
the advertisers usually do not have the capability to handling
the bidding process, and thus, they usually outsource the bid-
ding work to the Demand Side Platforms (DSPs) to achieve
the advertisers’ objectives by running the customized bidding
strategies. Based on the objectives, the campaigns can be
simply classified into two types: the branding campaign and
the performance campaign [1].
• A branding campaign usually wants to deliver a mes-
sage or promote a product. Therefore, the objective
of a branding campaign is usually to acquire as many
impressions as possible under the budget and lifetime
constraints.

• A performance campaign is usually eager to obtain
the audiences’ responses, such as clicking on the ad,
or performing other further actions after the click
(e.g., purchasing the product after clicking the promo-
tion ad or installing the app after watching the introduc-
tion video), called a conversion.

The main objective of the bidding strategy for brand-
ing campaign is to obtain as many impressions as possible
under the constraint of the budget and lifetime. In addition,
as mentioned in [2] advertisers usually specify their desired
budget spending plans.2 A popular type of the bidding strate-
gies for branding campaign focuses on the budget control,
called the pacing model [1]–[3]. The pacing model decides
how to adjust the budget spending rate of current time slot
based on the budget spending status of the previous time
slot. Xu et al. proposed in [1] a smart pacing-based bidding
strategy to spend budget smoothly during the entire lifetime
of a campaign. Instead of using the pacing model, Shih and
Huang proposed in [4] an expected win rate-based bidding
strategy named EWR to maximize the number of obtained
impressions. Experimental results show that EWR is of better
budget control ability and obtains more impressions than the
pacing model-based bidding strategies [4]. However, EWR is
of the following drawbacks.

1https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-digital-ad-spending-2019
2The definition of budget spending plan will be given in Section III.

1) EWR may submit extremely low bid prices, and thus,
may miss some good bidding opportunities.
EWR is designed to determine the bid prices by equally
assigning the remaining budget to all the bid requests in
the near future. When the number of bid requests in the
near future is large, the bid prices determined by EWR
may be too low to win any bid, which may miss some
good bidding opportunities.

2) EWR cannot adapt to the change of the RTB market
well due to relying on the number of bid requests in the
near future, which is difficult to accurately predict.
EWR takes the number of bid requests in the near future
as a feature to adjust the budget spending rate. In RTB,
the number of the incoming bid requests in the near
future is too dynamic to be predicted accurately. Thus,
integrating the predicted number of bid requests in the
near future into bidding strategies makes EWR not able
to adapt to the change of the RTB market well.

To prevent missing good opportunities resulting from sub-
mitting extremely low bid prices (drawback 1), the concept of
the base winning price is introduced to determine the lower
bound of the expected winning price. In addition, to obtain
more impressions, the concept of the DSP-specified budget
spending plan is proposed to determine the proper winning
prices. The base expected win rate is then calculated based
on the base winning price and the DSP-specified budget
spending plan.

However, the base expected win rate and the DSP-specified
budget spending plan are derived according to the historical
bidding records. Since the RTB market is highly dynamic,
it is inappropriate to calculate the bid price by considering
the base expected win rate only. In addition, the rapid change
in the RTB market also makes the prediction of the future
status of the RTB market difficult. Fortunately, reinforce-
ment learning (RL) is capable of finding the optimal policies
under dynamic environments, and has already been used in
several areas in recent years. For example, in the electricity
market, RL is not only adopted to build the bidding strat-
egy for power trading but also to perform real-time power
management [5]–[7]. In the finance market, several studies
use RL to develop RL agents to help decision making in
trading [8]–[11]. Such success motivates to employ RL to
build the bidding strategy which is able to adapt to the rapid
change of the RTB market.

To prevent using other prediction function (drawback 2),
we decide to use the model-free RL model, which does
not make any prediction, to build the RL agent. Therefore,
we propose in this paper a novel expected win rate-based bid-
ding strategy for branding campaign employing (1) the base
expected win rate, (2) the DSP-specified budget spending
plan and (3) the model-free RL model [5], [12]–[14]. Specif-
ically, we model the bidding procedure as a Markov decision
process (MDP) and propose to employ the model-free RL
model to build an expected win rate-based bidding strategy
namedEWDQN.EWDQN utilizes DeepQNetwork (DQN) to
dynamically determine the expected win rate according to the
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base expected win rate, the remaining resource (e.g., budget)
and the current status of the RTB market, and then deter-
mines the bid price according to the expected win rate. The
advantages of using the model-free RL model are twofold.
First, the resultant RL agent is able to adapt to the change
of the RTB market by selecting the proper actions according
to the current status of the RTB market. Second, since being
built by the model-free RL model, the RL agent does not
rely on any other prediction method. Thus, EWDQN is of
better adaptation ability than EWR since EWDQN will not
be affected by the prediction error resulting from the change
of the RTB market. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study applying the RL model on design of the bidding
strategies for branding campaign. To measure the perfor-
mance of EWDQN, several experiments are conducted on two
real datasets. Experimental results show that EWDQN out-
performs the-state-of-the-art bidding strategies for branding
campaign including EWR in terms of the number of obtained
impressions and CPM (cost per thousand impressions).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The
related works are described in Section II. The proposed bid-
ding strategy for branding campaign, EWDQN, is described
in Section III. Section IV shows the experimental results.
Finally, Section V gives the conclusions of this paper.

II. RELATED WORKS
A. PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
Bidding strategies usually make decisions according to the
predicted performance index such as click through rate (CTR)
or conversion rate (CVR). There are many types of perfor-
mance prediction methods and the most common one is the
logistic regression-based methods. He et al. [15] proposed a
hybridmodel by utilizing the decision tree as a pre-processing
tool and taking the leaf nodes as the input of logistic regres-
sion to do CTR prediction. McMahan et al. [16] proposed
an online learning algorithm, named Follow The (Prox-
imally) Regularized Leader (FTRL-Proximal) algorithm,
which can deal with the sparse data efficiently on the
CTR prediction model. Chapelle [17] proposed the first
CVR prediction model taking the delay feedback into consid-
eration. Lee et al. [18] first built the data hierarchies by audi-
ences, advertisers, and publishers information, and adopted
different level data to create several weak estimators for
CVR prediction. Then, Lee et al. proposed to take the results
of these weak estimators as the inputs of logistic regres-
sion to train the final model. Zhu et al. [19] developed a
feature selection method to find the significant features for
CTR prediction and proposed a softmax-based ensemble
model to do prediction by few filtered features.

In addition to the logistic regression, the factorization
machine is another popular choice for performance pre-
diction. Field-aware Factorization Machines (FFMs) [20]
can combine the influences of two different features in
different feature scopes. Pan et al. [21] proposed Sparse
Factorization Machines (SFMs) which declared that the

Laplace distribution can fit better than Gaussian distribution
in sparse datasets. Field-weighted Factorization Machines
(FwFMs) [22] is based on the strength of interactions between
different fields to improve original FFMs. Recently, the deep
neural network is also widely adopted to predict CTR
and CVR. Wang et al. [23] proposed a novel network archi-
tecture, called cross and deep network, to deal with dense
and sparse features. Guo et al. [24] extended the wide and
deep model [25] and proposed a factorization machine-based
neural network to extract the feature interactions.

B. WINNING PRICE PREDICTION
The cost of each impression is also an indicator to influence
the advertisers’ decisions. However, due to the second price
auction [26], only the winner knows the final winning price,
and the others only know that their prices are not the high-
est. In other words, the DSPs are not able to observe the
entire market situation or the distribution of winning price,
thereby resulting in the censor issue. Cui et al. [27] proposed
a bid star tree to organize the bidding history and model
the price as log-normal distribution. However, it’s from the
perspective of SSPs. Wu et al. [28] first proposed the censor
data problem on winning price estimation. They adopted the
censor regression with the assumption that winning prices are
modeled as Gaussian distribution. Wu et al. [29] proposed
another deep learning framework, which models the winning
price as Gumbel distribution, to solve the censor problem.
Zhu et al. [30] proposed a gamma-based censored linear
regression and a two-step optimization method to learn the
model. Wang et al. [31] proposed a novel decision tree-based
method and utilized the non-parametric survival models to
predict winning price without making any assumption for
winning price distribution. Ren et al. [32] developed the Deep
Landscape Forecasting (DLF) model which combines the
power of deep neural network and survival analysis to predict
winning price.

C. THE BIDDING STRATEGIES FOR BRANDING
CAMPAIGNS
To acquire more impressions or reach more audiences,
the bidding strategies for branding campaigns must con-
trol the budget spending rates to fulfill advertisers’ budget
spending plans. The pacing models [1]–[3] are the common
methods to control budget spending rates by adjusting the
frequency of auction participation. To spend budget smoothly,
the pacing model can depend on the budget consumption
status of previous time slot, historical bid request number,
and win rate to decide how often they join the auction in
the current time slot [2], [3]. Xu et al. [1] proposed the
smart pacing method. They first gathered the bid requests
with similar CTR predictions into groups, and defined the
group pacing rate for each group. Then, smart pacing dynam-
ically adjusted the group pacing rate according to the current
budget spending rate to control the budget spending rate to
fulfill the budget spending plan. Based on psychology theory,
Maehara et al. [33] defined a different objective for
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branding campaign as maximizing the number of audiences
who remember the ad after watching for a period of time.
To acquire more impressions, Shih and Huang [4] introduced
the concept of expected win rate which indicated how eager
to win this bid request under the current remaining resources.
They proposed a novel bidding strategy which dynamically
adjusted expected win rate, instead of the pacing rate, to con-
trol the budget spending rate. Although outperforming the
pacing model-based strategies, the expected win rate-based
strategy proposed in [4] may submit too low bid price to win
any bid request when the number of incoming bid requests
is huge, thereby missing some good bidding opportunities.
Such situation motivates us to introduce the concept of base
winning price for each bid request to prevent such situation.

III. THE PROPOSED BIDDING STRATEGY FOR BRANDING
CAMPAIGNS
A. PROBLEM FORMULATION
As mentioned in [1], [4], the objective of the bidding strate-
gies for branding campaign is to obtain as many impressions
as possible under the budget and lifetime constraints, which
are denoted as B and T , respectively. Assume that there are
n time slots in the lifetime T , say {t1, t2, . . . , tn}, and the
duration of each time slot is T

n .
Definition 1: There are many budget allocation methods

to assign budget to each time slot ti, such as even-based
allocation and traffic-based allocation3 [1], [2]. The bud-
get allocation specified by an advertiser is called the budget
spending plan4 (or the advertiser-specified budget spending
plan). The budgets allocated to all time slots are denoted as
{B1,B2, . . . ,Bn}, where

∑n
i=1 Bi = B.

Definition 2: The budget spending rate represents the bud-
get consumption rate, denoted as {C1

B1
, C2
B2
, . . . , CnBn

}, where
Ci is the budget spent in time slot ti. Let C be the total
budget spent during the lifetime T . C can be obtained by
the summation of the spent budgets of each time slot (that
is, C =

∑n
i=1 Ci ≤ B).

Definition 3: To evaluate whether the budget spending
rate fulfills the advertiser-specified budget spending plan,
we define the following equation√√√√1

n

n∑
i=1

(
Bi − Ci
Bi

)2 ≤ ε and C ≤ B,

where ε is a tolerance value of the average square root of
the difference between the budget allocated to and the budget
spent in each time slot. If the result is smaller than or equal to
ε and the total spent budget C is smaller than and close to the

3The even-based allocation is to allocate equal budget to each time slot,
while the traffic-based allocation is to allocate the budget of each time slot
in proportion to the estimated number of bid requests in the time slot. Please
refer to [1], [2] for details.

4Since the concept of the DSP-specified budget spending plan will be
introduced in Section III-C, the advertiser-specified budget spending plan
will be used to indicate the budget spending plan defined in [2] in the rest of
this paper for better readability.

total budget B, we say that the budget spending rate fulfills
the advertiser-specified budget spending plan.

As mentioned in Section I, the bidding strategy for
branding campaign aims to obtain as many impressions as
possible for information delivery under lifetime and budget
constraints. In the meantime, the bidding strategy should also
make the budget spending rate fulfill the advertiser-specified
budget spending plan.
Definition 4: Similar as [1], [4], the objective function of

a bidding strategy for branding campaign is formulated as
below:

min
1000× C
Imp

s.t.

√√√√1
n

n∑
i=1

(
Bi − Ci
Bi

)2 ≤ ε,

C ≤ B,

bpj ≤ τ ∀ xj, (1)

where xj stands for the j-th bid request of m features
xj = [xj,1, xj,2, . . . , xj,m], and Imp is the number of the
obtained impressions. The above objective function is to
minimize the cost per thousand impressions (CPM) while the
advertiser-specified budget spending plan should be fulfilled
and the bid price for each bid request cannot exceed the
threshold τ . In practice, setting the upper bound (i.e., τ ) of
the bid price is a common constraint specified by DSPs to
avoid spending too much budget for one bid request.

B. DATA OBSERVATION
Shih and Huang observed in [4] that the cumulative distribu-
tion function (CDF) of winning price is nonlinear. Figure 1
shows the CDFs of the winning prices of different cam-
paigns.5 Aswe can see, if the DSPwants to buy an impression
with 100% expected win rate, the spent budget is much
more than two times of the spent budget of 50% expected
win rate. For example, as shown in Figure 1a, the DSPs
may spend at most $2.97 and $0.8, respectively, to buy an
impression with 100% and 50%, respectively, expected win
rate in campaign 1485. This phenomenon reveals that when
bidding the requests with low expected win rates, we could
obtain more impressions than bidding with high expected
win rates [4]. However, they did not consider the relation
between the budget constraint and the distribution of winning
price, so they may bid the requests with too low or too high
prices. For example, the bidding strategy proposed in [4]
may give an extremely low price at the beginning of a time
slot whose number of incoming requests in the near future
is huge, making the bidding strategy not win any auction at
the beginning of the time slot. In view of this, we introduce
in Section III-C1 the concept of the base expected win rate
for each bid request to prevent missing good bid requests.

5Campaign 1458 and 3386 are from the iPinYou dataset, and
campaign 215 is from the Tenmax dataset. The details of datasets will be
given in Section IV-A.
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FIGURE 1. The CDF of winning price by different campaigns.

TABLE 1. Descriptions of used symbols.

Since the market in RTB is highly dynamic, we propose an
RL-based bidding strategy to determine the expected win rate
of each bid request according to the base expected win rate
and the current status of the RTB market, and then determine
the bid price according to the expected win rate.

C. MODELING AS A MARKOV DECISION PROCESS
MDP [8], [34] is an appropriate method to design bid-
ding strategies for maximizing the objective under different
remaining resources such as budget and lifetime. A straight-
forward method is to take the remaining resources as states,
objective acquisitions as reward and the bid prices in the
acceptable range as candidate actions. However, due to the
dynamic factors such as the unknown number of incoming
bid requests in the near future and uncertain winning prices of
bid requests, this straightforwardmethod does not performing
well in the RTB environment.

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the proposed bidding
strategy for branding campaign. Given the historical bidding
records, we first apply the bid function establishment method
proposed in [4] to establish the bid function, which can be
used to calculate the corresponding bid price of a bid request
under a given expected win rate. Then, we introduce the
concept of the base expected win rate and propose a base
expected win rate determination method in Section III-C1.

FIGURE 2. The system architecture of the proposed bidding strategy for
branding campaign.

To adapt to the rapid change of the RTB market, we model
the bidding process as an MDP and propose to train an
RL agent to dynamically determine the bid price of each
bid request according to the base expected win rate and the
current status of the RTB market in Section III-C2. In the
training phase, the historical bidding records are utilized
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to simulate the bid requests received from the ADX. The
RL agent can be trained by the simulated auctions through
the RL environment and the received reward. After the offline
training phase, with the aid of the established bid function and
the base expected win rate, the RL agent can handle the real
bid requests which are delivered from the real ADX in the
online bidding phase.

1) BASE EXPECTED WIN RATE DETERMINATION
Since adjusting the expected win rate to speed up/slow down
the budget spending rate considering only the remaining
budget and the predicted number of incoming bid requests in
the near future, EWRmay determine extremely low expected
win rates (i.e., extremely low bid prices) when the predicted
number of incoming bid requests is huge, thereby missing
many good opportunities in the beginning of a time slot [4].
In view of this, we propose the concept of the base expected
win rate to relieve the aforementioned problem.
Definition 5: The base winning price is defined as the

winning price which is able to obtain the most bid requests
from the training data. Thus, the base winning price, denoted
as wpbase, can be formulated as:

wpbase := argmax
y∈(0,τ ]

Imp×
∫ y

0
z× P(z) dz ≤ B, (2)

where Imp is the total number of impressions in the training
data, and P(z) stands for the percentage of impressions with
winning price z. Note that the base winning price is constant
in the online bidding phase.

In practice, the length of each time slot specified in an
advertiser-specified budget spending plan is usually in the
coarse-grained level (e.g., one hour or one day). Due to
the rapid change of the RTB market, it is obvious that the
RTBmarket may be not always close to the historical records.
Such phenomenon may make the bidding strategy spend
budget in a too slow or too fast pace, thereby missing many
good bidding opportunities. In view of this, we define the
concept of theDSP-specified budget spending plan to control
the budget spending rate within each time slot to obtain more
impressions.
Definition 6: Denote the time consuming rate of the cur-

rent time slot ti when the j-th bid request arrives as ri,j.
The CDF of the DSP-specified budget spending plan of the
time slot ti when the j-th bid request arrives, denoted as
DSPBP(ri,j), can be formulated as:

DSPBP(ri,j) =
rp−1i,j (1− ri,j)q−1

B(p, q)
, (3)

where 0 ≤ ri,j ≤ 1 and B(·) is the beta function. We pro-
pose to use the beta distribution to model the DSP-specified
budget spending plan because the beta distribution can model
different types of DSP-specified budget spending plans
(as shown in Figure 3) via setting proper values of the shape
parameters p and q.
With theDSP-specified budget spending plan, the expected

winning price for bid request xj in time slot ti, denoted

FIGURE 3. DSP-specified budget spending plan modeled by the beta
distribution with different values of the shape parameters.

as wpexpi,j , can be calculated as:

wpexpi,j = min(max(wpbase,

B′i,j − Bi × (1− DSPBP(ri,j))), τ ), (4)

where B′i,j is the remaining budget of the current time slot ti
while bid request xj arrives. Bi×(1−DSPBP(ri,j)) shows how
much budget should be remained at ti,j, so the difference to
B′i,j is the winning price of xj preferred by the DSP-specified
budget spending plan.

Due to the second price auction used in most RTB services,
there is a gap between winning price and bid price. Thus,
we adopt the method proposed in [4] to estimate the corre-
sponding expected bid price, denoted as bpexpi,j , of the expected
winning price wpexpi,j . Finally, similar to [4], the expected
bid price bpexpi,j is transformed to the base expected win rate
for bid request xj in time slot ti, denoted as wrbasei,j , by the
following equation.

wrbasei,j = p(win|xj, bp
exp
i,j ) =

1

1+ e−(βx×xj+βbp×bp
exp
i,j )

(5)

2) MARKOV DECISION PROCESS FORMULATION
Due to the rapid change of the RTBmarket, it is inappropriate
to calculate the bid price by considering the base expected
win rate and the bid function only and ignoring the current
status of the RTB market. In addition, it is difficult to predict
the future status of the RTB market such as the number of
incoming bid requests in the near future.

In view of this, in this subsection, we model the bidding
procedure as an MDP and propose to employ the model-free
reinforcement learning model to build an expected win
rate-based bidding strategy named EWDQN, which dynam-
ically determines the expected win rate according to the base
expected win rate, the remaining resource,6 and the current

6In EWDQN, a state is composed of the DSP-specified budget remaining
rate, time remaining rate and hour. The details will be given latter.
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status of the RTB market, and then determines the bid price
according to the expected win rate.

The reason we propose to determine the bid price from
the expected win rate is as follows. Since the winning price
distribution of each campaign is quite different, directly deter-
mining the bid price according to the expected bid price will
not perform well due the lack of consideration of the winning
price distribution.

Since the RTB market usually changes rapidly, we adopt
model-free reinforcement learning to prevent making any
strong assumption on the status of the RTB market such
as the number of bid requests in the near future. In this
paper, we adopt the DQN model to find the best action for
each state. DQN builds a deep neural network to model a
Q-value function, Q(s, a), which can estimate the Q-value
of executing action a on state s. For each state, the action
of the highest Q-value is the best choice. The MDP of the
bidding strategy for branding campaign can be formulated
as (S,A, T ,R), which stands for the state set, action set,
transition probability, and the reward function, respectively.
We then formulate the proposed bidding strategy for branding
campaign as the MDP as follows.

• State, {s|s ∈ S}. In order to monitor the environment
and make the bidding strategy satisfying the Markov
property, the content of state s is designed as below.

– DSP-specified budget remaining rate is the indi-
cator measuring the budget spending status in the

current time slot ti, defined as
B′i,j
B′i
, where B′i is the

sum of the residual budget of ti−1 and the bud-
get allocated to ti (i.e., Bi), and B′i,j is the remaining
budget of ti when the j-th bid request arrives.

– Time remaining rate is the rate of the remain-
ing time in the current time slot ti while the j-th
bid request arrives. As mentioned above, the time
remaining rate of time slot ti when the j-th bid
request arrives is 1− ri,j.

– Hour, denoted as H , is the one-hot encoding of the
current hour.

Therefore, the state s can be represented as s = (
B′i,j
B′i
,

1− ri,j,H ).
• Action, {a|a ∈ A}. The agent will calculate the expected
win rate for bid request xj in time slot ti according to
the current state and the base expected win rate wrbasei,j
to maximize the objective. One action represents an
increment or a decrement on the base expected win rate.
In other words, the expected win rate for bid request xj
in ti, denoted as wrexpi,j , can be obtained by

wrexpi,j = wrbasei,j + ai,j (6)

where ai,j is the action selected by the agent.
• Transition probability, T = P(s′|s, a). Let P(s′|s, a)
be the probability that the state will transit from state s
to state s′ when the agent takes action a in state s.
In RTB, the transition probability will be affected by

some uncertain factors such as the winning probability
of the given bid price and the distribution of the duration
to next incoming bid request. Because RTB is a dynamic
environment, it’s hard to model these factors. Thus,
the model-free RL model is adopted to learn the rela-
tionship among states and actions from historical events
directly without making any assumption on transition
probability [35].

• Reward function, R(s, a, s′). The objective of the
bidding strategy for branding campaign is to win
the bid requests with the low cost and fulfill the
advertiser-specified budget spending plan at the end of
the lifetime. However, the intuitive method that sets the
reward to one reward point when winning an impression
may make the advertiser-specified budget spending plan
not fulfilled, because the reward function does not con-
tain the information on the current budget spending rate.
Therefore, we propose the reward function shown in
Equation (7) to take the current budget spending rate (the
first component) and the expected win rate (the second
component) into consideration. Regardless of the result
of the current auction, the agent should get some reward
since it tries to catch up with the DSP-specified budget
spending plan by participating the auction. After submit-
ting a bid price to a bid request xj in time slot ti, the agent

gets 1 −
|b(xj,wr

exp
i,j )−bpexpi,j |
τ

reward point(s). The reward
function should give a score indicating how the bid price
determined by the agent matches the expected bid price
obtained from the base winning price and the winning
price preferred by the DSP-specified budget spending
plan. The reward should get higher when the bid price
is getting closer to expected bid price. When winning an
auction, we hope that the bid price is as low as possible.
Thus, the reward gets higher when the expected win rate
gets lower. Thus, after winning a bid request, the agent
will get extra 1− wrexpi,j reward point(s).

R(s, ai,j, s′)

=


1−
|b(xj,wr

exp
i,j )−bp

exp
i,j |

τ
if losing

1−
|b(xj,wr

exp
i,j )−bp

exp
i,j |

τ
+(1−wrexpi,j ) if winning

(7)

After the training procedure, for each bid request xj in time
slot ti, based on the current state, the agent selects an appropri-
ate action, say ai,j, and the expectedwin rate of the bid request
xj in time slot ti (i.e., wr

exp
i,j ) can be obtained by Equation (6).

Once the expected win rate is obtained, we adopt the bid
function proposed in [4] to calculate the corresponding bid
price of the bid request xj under the expected win rate wrexpi,j .
Therefore, the bid price of bid request xj in time slot ti can
be determined by Equation (8), which is the minimum of the
result of the bid function b(·) proposed in [4] and the upper
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TABLE 2. Dataset descriptions.

TABLE 3. Campaigns descriptions.

bound of the bid price τ specified by the DSPs.

b(xj,wr
exp
i,j ) = min

− ln( 1
wrexpi,j
− 1)− βxxj

βbp
, τ

 (8)

D. DISCUSSION
1) SUPPORT OF FIRST PRICE AUCTION
In recent years, the first price auction is getting more and
more popular in RTB.7 Our proposed bidding strategy can
support first price auction by the following minor modifi-
cations. In first price auction, there is no gap between bid
price and winning price. For each bid request, the winning
price is the highest received bid price. Thus, the step to
obtain the corresponding expected bid price (bpexpi,j ) of the
expected winning price (wpexpi,j ) can be skipped, and we have
bpexpi,j = wpexpi,j . The rest procedure in our bidding strategy
are then performed as usual to obtain the bid price of the bid
request.

2) COOPERATION WITH FRAUD DETECTION
Among the great number of bid requests in RTB, there are
many useless impressions created by bots, called invalid ad
traffic8 [36]. Such invalid ad traffic cannot create any real
value for the advertisers but only waste the budget. To prevent
spending any budget on invalid ad traffic, there are plenty of
researches to detect these fraud activities in RTB [36]–[39].
The proposed bidding strategy can cooperate with any fraud
detector as follows. Each incoming bid request is first sent to
the employed fraud detector. If the fraud detector reports that
the bid request is invalid, our bidding strategy will drop the
incoming bid request or submit the lowest bid price accepted
by the ADX.9 Otherwise, our bidding strategy will handle the
bid request by the normal procedure to determine the proper
bid price.

7Google Ad Manager, https://reurl.cc/b5Y3Nl
8Google Ads, https://reurl.cc/3D46kX
9Some ADXes will set the minimal acceptable bid price, and ask each

DSP to submit an acceptable bid price for each bid request.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Tomeasure the performance ofEWDQN, several experiments
are conducted in this section. The descriptions of the datasets
used in given in Section IV-A, and the experimental results
are given in Section IV-B.

A. DATASET DESCRIPTIONS
The experiments are conducted on two real datasets,
the iPinYou dataset [40] and the Tenmax10 (An online adver-
tising company in Taiwan) dataset. The iPinYou dataset is
a seven-day dataset (from 2013/06/06 to 2013/06/12) con-
sisting of more than 12 millions winning records. The Ten-
max dataset is also a seven-day dataset (from 2016/10/01 to
2016/10/07) but of only about 900 thousands winning
records. The statistics of these two datasets are listed
in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, in the Tenmax dataset,
the market is of wider price range than the iPinyou dataset,
due to the skewed distribution of winning prices. Therefore,
we can consider the iPinYou dataset is under a stable mar-
ket while the Tenmax dataset is not. Because the winning
price of each losing bid is unavailable, we follow [4], [28]
to simulate the auctions by the winning logs, and compare
our strategies with other state-of-the-art methods on these
simulated auctions. However, some campaigns in the datasets
are not of sufficient records. To avoid the influence of the lack
of data, we select two campaigns from the iPinYou dataset
and one campaign from the Tenmax dataset, which are of
sufficient records for experiments. The information of these
three campaigns is shown in Table 3.

B. EVALUATIONS OF BIDDING STRATEGIES FOR
BRANDING CAMPAIGN
To meet the objective described in Equation (1), the number
of impressions obtained is adopted as a performance met-
ric. To understand whether the bidding strategy can fulfill
the advertiser-specified budget spend plan, similar to [4],
the budget spending rate is taken as the second perfor-
mance metric. In addition, the CPM is also considered as the

10Tenmax, https://www.tenmax.io/en/
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third performance metric indicating cost efficiency. The
records within the first two days are used as the training data,
the records within the third day are used for validation, and
the rest of the records are used as the testing data. Considering
the bid price constraint, τ , in Equation (1), similar to [4],
we use the arithmetic and geometric means of winning price
of the entire training data as the bid price constraints, which
are ($0.76 and $0.55) in the iPinYou dataset and ($1.3 and
$0.44) in the Tenmax dataset, respectively. To evaluate the
performance under different budgets, we set the budget to
three different amounts, $5,000, $7,500, and $10,000, and the
unit of time slot is set to one hour. Besides, similar to [35],
we model the bidding strategy for branding campaign as
an MDP problem with the discount factor λ = 1, because
the meaning of an impression does not change over time.
Experiments are conducted on a workstation equipped with
an Intel E5-2683 V3 CPU, a Titan X Pascal graphics card
and 64 GBmain memory. The system is developed by Python
with Keras and Keras-RL.11 The values of the parameters of
DQN are listed in Table 4.

TABLE 4. Model settings.

1) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT
ACTION SETS
The action set in our proposed method is the set of candidate
actions to be selected to obtain the expected win rate based on
the base expected win rate by Equation (6). Since the range
of the base expected win rate is [0%, 100%], the maximal
range of action sets is [−100%, 100%]. To determine an
appropriate action set in the following experiments, we eval-
uate the performance of five action sets whose ranges are
[−20%, 20%], [−40%, 40%], [−60%, 60%], [−80%, 80%]
and [−100%, 100%]. For each action set, the actions are set
so that the range of the action set is divided into several
segments with equal length 10%. Given the same budget
and constraints, each action set is used to train five models
following the same training process such as the number of
iterations.

The experimental result is shown in Figure 4, where
the average impressions of the five models of each
action set is taken as the performance metric. As shown
in Figure 4, the action set [−40%, 40%] is of the best per-
formance. When the range is narrow, the model may be
of too few candidate actions to optimize the budget spend-
ing. However, if the range is too wide, too many candi-
date actions may make the training process get too slow
to have good model under limited computation resource.

11Keras-RL, https://github.com/keras-rl/keras-rl

FIGURE 4. The effect of different action settings.

According to the experimental result, the action set is set
to A = {−40%,−30%,−20%,−10%, 0%,+10%,+20%,
+30%, +40%} in the following experiments.

2) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT
DSP-SPECIFIED BUDGET SPENDING PLANS
Different DSP-specified budget spending plans may result
in different results. To focus on the performance of the
DSP-specified budget spending plans, we ignore the effect
of the base winning price (i.e., wpbase) when determining
the expected winning price of bid request xj in time slot ti
(i.e., wpexpi,j ) by Equation (4). As shown in Figure 3, we set
three pairs of shape parameters of beta distribution to model
the following three DPS-specified budget spending plans and
conduct an experiment to compare their performance.
• Setting (p, q) to (3, 0.5) is the plan that the bud-
get spending rate is low in the beginning of the time
slot and keeps increasing until the end of the time
slot.

• Setting (p, q) to (0.5, 3) is the plan that the budget
spending rate is high in the beginning of the time slot
and keeps decreasing until the end of the time slot.

• Setting (p, q) to (1, 1) is the plan that the budget spending
rate is uniform during the time slot.

The experimental results are shown in Figures 5 to 10.
Since the major objective of the DSP-specified budget spend-
ing plan is to maximize the number of obtained impressions,
the number of obtained impressions and CPM are key met-
rics to measure the performance of different DSP-specified
spending plans. Both setting (p, q) to (1, 1) and (3, 0.5) can
win 7 out of 18 cases in terms of the number of obtained
impressions. On the other hand, setting (p, q) to (3, 0.5) can
achieves lower CPM (lower CPM is better), meaning that
setting (p, q) to (3, 0.5) is of better cost efficiency. In our
experiments, setting (p, q) to (3, 0.5) wins 11 out of 18 cases
in terms of CPM. Therefore, (p, q) is set to (3, 0.5) in the
following experiments.

3) COMPARISON WITH OTHER BIDDING STRATEGIES FOR
BRANDING CAMPAIGN
In this experiment, we compare the proposed bidding
strategy for branding campaign, EWQDN, with
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FIGURE 5. Campaign 1458 with τ = 0.55.

FIGURE 6. Campaign 1458 with τ = 0.76.

FIGURE 7. Campaign 3386 with τ = 0.55.

FIGURE 8. Campaign 3386 with τ = 0.76.

other bidding strategies for branding campaign. The bid-
ding strategies compared in this experiment are listed
below.

• SP_FP is the state-of-the-art pacing model, smart
pacing-based strategy [1], with fixed pricing scheme,
whose bid price is set to the constant value τ .
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FIGURE 9. Campaign 215 with τ = 0.44.

FIGURE 10. Campaign 215 with τ = 1.3.

• SP_WP is another smart pacing-basedmethod [1] adopt-
ing the winning price prediction [28] as the pricing
scheme.

• EWR_CPM. The state-of-the-art expectedwin rate-based
bidding strategy for branding campaign [4] is also
adopted as one competitor.

• EWDQN is our proposed expected win rate-based bid-
ding strategy for branding campaign.

• EWDQN w/o DSPBP is a simplified version of EWDQN
disabling the DSP-specified budget spending plan.
We can compare EWDQN w/o DSPBP and EWDQN to
measure the effect of the DSP-specified budget spending
plan.

• EWDQN w/o PRF is a simplified version of EWDQN
disabling the proposed reward function and applying a
naive reward function that the agent will get one reward
point when winning an impression. We can compare
EWDQN w/o PRF and EWDQN to measure the effect
of the proposed reward function.

• EWDQN w/o BWP is a simplified version of EWDQN
disabling base winning price. We can compare EWDQN
w/o BWP and EWDQN to measure the effect of base
winning price.

Due to the randomness of DQN, for each DQN-based
method, we train five models and select the model of the
best performance in the validation set in the following
experiments.

The experimental results are shown in Figures 11 to 16.
Although SP_FP and SP_WP can fulfill the advertiser-
specified budget spending plans, the numbers of impres-
sions obtained by them are much less than those obtained
by others strategies, making their CPM much higher than
others’. Because always bidding the auctions by setting bid
prices to τ , SP_FP may win several impressions of high
winning prices, thereby of highest CPM in most cases. On the
other hand, since bidding by the predicted winning prices,
SP_WP can obtain more impressions than SP_FP in most
cases. EWR_CPM also fulfills the advertiser-specified budget
spending plans in all cases. With the aid of the concept
of expected win rate, EWR_CPM outperforms the smart
pacing-based bidding strategies in terms of the number of
obtained impressions and CPM.

We now investigate the effect of the proposed reward
function by comparing EWDQN and EWDQN w/o PRF.
We can observe that EWDQN outperforms EWDQN w/o PRF
in all cases, showing the advantage of the proposed reward
function. As shown in Equation (7), the proposed reward
function takes the budget spending rate and the expected
win rate into account, making EWDQN able to fulfill the
advertiser-specified budget spending plan and obtain many
impressions with low CPM. In addition, the performance of
EWDQN w/o PRF is unstable. In some cases, EWDQN w/o
PRF is even worse than EWR_CPM in impression acquisition
and CPM. The reason of the instability of EWDQN w/o PRF
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FIGURE 11. Performance comparison on campaign 1458 with τ = 0.55.

FIGURE 12. Performance comparison on campaign 1458 with τ = 0.76.

FIGURE 13. Performance comparison on campaign 3386 with τ = 0.55.

FIGURE 14. Performance comparison on campaign 3386 with τ = 0.76.

is because the naive reward function applied by EWDQN w/o
PRF does not consider the current budget spending rate and

the expected win rate. Due to not considering the budget
spending rate in the reward function, EWDQN w/o PRF
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FIGURE 15. Performance comparison on campaign 215 with τ = 0.44.

FIGURE 16. Performance comparison on campaign 215 with τ = 1.3.

FIGURE 17. The effect of randomness on the campaign 1458.

FIGURE 18. The effect of randomness on the campaign 3386.

cannot fulfill the advertiser-specified spending plan in some
cases.

We then investigate the effect of the base winning price by
comparing EWDQN and EWDQN w/o BWP. As mentioned
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FIGURE 19. The effect of randomness on the campaign 215.

FIGURE 20. The comparisons of bidding/winning price distributions.

in Section III-C1, the objective of the base winning price is
to make the bidding strategy not waste bidding opportunities
by guiding the bidding strategy not to submit extremely low
bid prices. Without the aid of the base winning price, the per-
formance of EWDQN w/o BWP is unstable in the number of
obtained impressions and CPM, and sometimes worse than
EWDQN w/o PRF. In some cases, EWDQN w/o BWP even
does not fulfill the advertiser-specified budget spending plan
due to wasting too many bidding opportunities.

We next investigate the effect of the DSP-specified bud-
get spending plan by comparing EWDQN and EWDQN w/o
DSPBP. When the DSP-specified budget spending plan is
disabled, the expected winning price equals to the base

winning price. Such change encourages the bidding strategy
submitting low prices, thereby may missing some good bid-
ding opportunities. Thus, EWDQN w/o DSPBP is of lower
CPM thanEWDQNw/o PRF andEWDQNw/o BWP in 12 out
of 18 cases and even lower than EWDQN in 7 out of 18 cases.
However, in the fulfillment of the advertiser-specified spend-
ing plan, EWDQN w/o DSPBP is of worse performance than
EWDQN w/o PRF, EWDQN w/o BWP and EWDQN in most
cases. It is because that EWDQN w/o DSPBP inclines to
submit low bid prices, thereby having very low probability
to win the impressions with moderate or high winning prices.

With the aid of the proposed reward function, the base
winning price and the DSP-specified budget spending plan,
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EWDQN outperforms the other existing bidding strategies in
terms of the number of obtained impressions and CPM.

We now evaluate the effect of the randomness of DQN on
the performance of EWDQN by comparing the performance
of EWR_CPM and EWDQN. The numbers of impressions
obtained by the five models of EWDQN are shown in box plot
in Figures 17 to 19. The average performance of EWDQN is
better than that of EWR_CPM in 15 out of 18 cases. EWDQN
loses in the case with insufficient historical records and strict
upper bound of bid prices. As shown in Figures 17 to 19, it is
possible that wewill obtain themodels of worse performance.
To relieve this problem, we can build multiple models and
select the best model according to the results of validation.
Experimental results show that with proper model selection,
EWDQN is able to outperform EWR_CPM in most cases.
The reason why EWDQN outperforms EWR_CPM can be

observed from the bid price and winning price distributions.
We randomly select one time slot from one bidding process
of campaign 1458 to observe the bid price and winning
price distributions of EWR_CPM and EWDQN, as shown
in Figure 20. According to Figures 20a and 20c, the range
of the bid price of EWR_CPM is obviously wider than that
of EWDQN. EWR_CPM may lose many auctions due to
submitting the extremely low bid price, and remain too much
budget at the end of the time slot. Therefore, EWR_CPM
needs to offer higher bid price later for catching up with the
advertiser-specified budget spend plan. Such situation results
in some high bid and winning prices in the distributions of
EWR_CPM shown in Figure 20b. On the other hand,EWDQN
offers the bid price in a small range around the expected bid
price which can avoid such unreasonable bidding.

Besides, in our experiments, the training time of EWDQN
is about 9 hours. The average response time of EWDQN
for each bid request is less than 5 ms, which is much less
than the RTB requirement.12 In summary, EWDQN is of
better ability to spend the budget in a cost efficient manner
as well as to control the budget spending rate to fulfill the
advertiser-spending budget spending plan than EWR_CPM.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel expected win rate-based
bidding strategy for branding campaign named EWDQN by
utilizing model-free RL model. We first introduced the con-
cept of the base winning price to prevent the agent submitting
extremely low bid price.We then proposed the DSP-specified
budget spending plan to control the budget spending rate
in each time slot for better impression acquisition. The
base expected win rate was then calculated based on the
base winning price and the winning price determined by
the DSP-specified budget spending plan. We finally devel-
oped EWDQN by using DQN to dynamically determine the
expected win rate according to the base expected win rate and
the current status of the RTB market, and then determine the

12Real-TimeBidding Protocol, https://developers.google.com/authorized-
buyers/rtb/start

bid price according to the expected win rate. Experimental
results on real datasets showed thatEWDQN still outperforms
the-state-of-the-art bidding strategies for branding campaign
in terms of the number of obtained impressions and CPM.
For future works, to make the proposed bidding strategymore
reliable, we plan to adopt other advanced RL models for
training agents. Besides, we will create more environment
variables as state descriptions for better budget control and
performance.
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